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Anniversary Program

Candlelight Service

Bring the light into your Center and sing:
Om Mani Padme Hum

• Reading: The Legend of Shamballa
• Singing: “Beloved Lord”
• Guided Meditation: The Living Flame
• Statement by Officiate
• Group Blessing & Purification
• The Great Invocation
OM - 10 times (repeated softly)
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1. Reading: The Legend of Shamballa (pp.159-164)
Reader:
Many Teachings are given
to humanity
through the Ashrams of the Hierarchy.
Teachings are also given
by Shamballa
to those Initiates who are entering
into the domain of Inner Fire.
The New-Age Teaching
is the Teaching of Fire,
electricity of the Spirit.
The disciples of Shamballa,
the Tower,
will carry the Fire
into the seven departments
of human learning and experience.
This Fire will create
fusion between them.
Reader:
This Fire will expand their horizons
and lead them into synthesis,
into universalism.
This Fire will reveal the ultimate goal
of each department
of learning.
The Teaching of Fire
will be expressed in politics,
revealing in the minds of leaders
the vision of world unity
and Divine Will.
Reader:
The Teaching of Fire
will set aflame
the world educators,
inspiring all schools and universities
to the need of transformation
of human nature
and striving toward
self-actualization, beauty and enlightenment.
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Reader:
The Teaching of Fire
will create a new orientation
in philosophy
to reveal the meaning of life and Space
and to open the path
to the will-to-evolve.
Reader:
The Teaching of Fire
will create a new enthusiasm
in the domain of art.
Art will be the agent of transfiguration
of the human soul
and will express the hidden beauty
of the energy systems
in the Cosmos.
Reader:
The Teaching of Fire
will create a new revelation in science
and science will occupy itself
with the unseen, subjective world,
with the fiery flowers of the soul,
with the mysteries of life.
Reader:
The Teaching of Fire
will create in religion
a great shift
from crucifixion,
sin, mercy, punishment,
and hell,
to resurrection of Spirit,
to communication with the Highest,
to joy and bliss.
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Reader:
The Teaching of Fire
will bring great harmony
and synchronization
in all departments of human endeavor.
It will bring the spirit to share
the deeper meaning of
order, rhythm, and cooperation.
Reader:
The Teaching of Fire
will reveal the secrets of synthesis,
and will use matter to express
the beauties of Spirit.
Reader:
The Teaching of Fire
will unify all these endeavors
into a great symphony
in which the human Spark
will unfold and bloom.
Reader:
The Teaching of Fire
will reveal
the art of contemplation,
the art of inspiration,
the art of contact,
the art of sacrifice,
the art of the all-seeing Eye,
the art of conscious immortality.
Men and women of fiery nature
will study
the Teaching of Fire
and transform
their lives
and turn into
living beauties,
living symphonies,
all giving,
all embracing.
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Reader:
The Teaching of Fire
will reveal
the fire in sound,
the fire in color,
the fire of the heart,
the fire of the Spirit,
the fire of motion.
Man will realize
his nature
as fire
in the greater,
greater Fire.
Man will solve his problems
through the fire of Spirit,
through the fire of the heart.
Shamballa!
The Seat of Fire....
Reader:
Shamballa,
Shamballa,
as I pronounce Your name,
I see flowers blooming
on the sides of all roads of life;
I see travelers on the Path,
all dressed in rainbow colors,
and in rhythmic dance
proceeding towards
a new Sunrise;
I see the world
without hospitals,
without police,
without armies and warships.
I see human waves
in concentric circles,
gathering around
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the Tower of Shamballa
and all singing
in a mighty chorus,
“Lord,
Your light led us
from darkness to Light,
from the unreal to the Real,
from death to Immortality,
from chaos to Beauty.”
OM MANI PADME HUM—

All: sound 3 OMs
2. Song: all sing or recite: “Beloved Lord”
Beloved Lord
Almighty God
Through the Rays of the Sun.
Through the waves of the air
Through the all pervading Fire in Space
Purify me; revivify me; and I pray
Heal my body, heart, and mind.
OM

3. Guided Meditation: “The Living Flame”
1. Aspiration: Lift your heart toward The Living Flame. What is The Living
Flame in you?
2. Concentration: Observe where in your life you can express The Living
Flame.
3. Meditation: Find the deeper meaning of The Living Flame. What does it
mean to you? Think in physical, emotional, mental, and spiritual terms.
4. Discipline: Choose one part of your life — such as how you treat yourself,
your family relations, or one specific area — and visualize expressing The
Living Flame toward that person or that area of life.
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5. Contemplate: Go deeper into silence. Ask your Solar Angel: “Reveal to
me a greater vision of The Living Flame. Where else can I find expressions
of The Living Flame?” Wait for the answer to come to you now, or observe
how it may unfold much later.
6. Illumination: Go deeper. Ask: “What is a very subtle way that I can use The
Living Flame in my life?”
7. Inspiration: Visualize standing on top of a mountain. See beautiful
vegetation, flowers all around you. Feel the breeze of pure air on your face.
Breathe deeply. Observe the expressions of The Living Flame that God and
all of Nature have manifested all around you. Breathe it in. Visualize your
whole nature, your whole body, radiating The Living Flame. Breathe in The
Living Flame. Breathe out The Living Flame. What does that look like?
What does that feel like? What color is it? What is its musical rhythm? Can
you find it?
With eyes closed, visualize sitting quietly on a rock on top of a mountain, and
relax, radiating The Living Flame toward all life. See little animals looking at you
and really observe them. Observe deeply all the life around you. Be grateful and
full of joy.

All: sound one OM.
4. Statement by Officiate written by Gita Saraydarian
Our work, sisters and brothers in the Teaching, is to spread the message of the
Great Ones, the message of Light which is truth; the message of Love, which
is a sense of universality with all life; the message of Will, which is the Will
of God in our lives. This is Torkom’s lifelong dedication. Despite his personal
challenges, he always kept steady in Light, Love, and God’s Will in his life. Let
us dedicate our lives also to Light, Love and God’s Will. Let us do what Torkom
told us to do and then we will have the honor of calling him our Teacher.
Read the books, listen to his lectures, meditate daily, link with your sisters
and brothers, listen to the music and uplift yourself daily. Do not succumb to fear,
hopelessness, but always stand in hope, faith, and total dedication to the path of
discipleship.
Torkom showed us the path of discipleship. Now, it is up to us to live that life,
and then pass it to the next generation.
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5. Group Blessing & Purification
My Lord,
let Your Fire purify my mind and cleanse all ugly and dark thoughts
existing in my mind. OM
My Lord,
let Your Fire purify my heart,
and burn all feelings that are
negative, painful, and separative. OM
My Lord,
restore Your Fire in my heart.
Give me courage,
and let Your Fire shine in all my
thoughts, feelings, and actions.
Fill all my being with Love and Bliss,
so that I radiate Your Presence. OM
My Lord,
let your beauty
shine everywhere
and bloom in every man.
My Lord,
let your peace
be spread in our hearts.
My Lord,
let your love
unite all mankind.
My Lord,
My Lord,
the Light of the World.
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7. The Great Invocation
From the point of Light within the Mind of God
Let light stream forth into the minds of men.
Let Light descend on Earth.
From the point of Love within the Heart of God
Let love stream forth into the hearts of men.
May Christ return to Earth.
From the center where the Will of God is known
Let purpose guide the little wills of men—
the Purpose which the Masters know and serve.
From the center which we call the race of men
Let the Plan of Love and Light work out
And may it seal the door where evil dwells.
Let Light and Love and Power restore the Plan on Earth.
OMs - (10 OMs)
(Repeated softly 10 times. With each OM spread the light, each time
reaching a greater area.)

Officiate:

“This completes our program. May the peace and joy of the Living Flame be
with you always.”
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